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Background: Community pharmacists are in a unique position to identify drug therapyrelated problems (DTRPs) in prescriptions and mitigate them by communicating with prescriber. This study assessed the ability of community pharmacists (CPs) to identify DTRPs in
prescriptions, the level of interprofessional collaboration among physician and CPs in
mitigating the identified DTRPs, and the existing safety culture practices among CPs.
Methods: Trained simulated patients (SPs), five final-year BSc Pharm female students, visited
conveniently selected community pharmacies (n = 50) in Ajman emirate of the United Arab
Emirates, with dummy prescriptions containing DTRPs (total 50 prescriptions with five different
types of DTRPs categorized per the Pharmaceutical Care Network Europe Version 8) and assessed
the DTRP-identifying ability of the CPs. SPs also observed the steps taken by the CPs to mitigate
identified DTRPs and existing (if any) collaborative practices between CPs and physician. SPs
documented their observations in a checklist immediately after leaving the pharmacy premises,
which served as the data source. Statistical analyses were performed with chi-square at alpha = 0.05.
Results: Of the 50 respondents, 44% (n = 22) were able to identify the DTRPs. DTRP identification by pharmacists was associated with labeling [chi-square = 7.879, p value = 0.019], reconciliation [chi-square = 10.359, p value = 0.001], counseling standard [chi-square = 19.09, p = 0.000] and
physician visit suggestion [chi-square = 31.15, p = 0.000]. The labeling standards for prescriptions
with DTRPs were “low” in five (50%), “average“ in three (30%) and “good” in two (20%) of the
cases with wrong dose. Average counseling time of the CPs was 80.38 ± 71.61 seconds. The
counseling standard had no significant association with counseling time [chi-square = 34.79,
p = 0.250] and use of drug information sources [chi-square = 2.86, p = 0.243]. Average time
spent in dispensing is 74.4 ± 73.05 seconds. None (n = 0) of the CPs communicated with the
physician, and only five out of 50 (10%) of CPs checked any DI sources. However, in 19 (38%)
cases, the CPs recommended the SPs to consult their physician prior to taking the medications.
Conclusion: CPs were generally able to identify DTRPs and mitigate DTRPs by recommending physician consultation. Nevertheless, there were no professional collaborations between the
SPs and physicians. The dispensing and counseling standards were not appreciable.
Keywords: community pharmacists, drug therapy related problems, simulated patient,
United Arab Emirates
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According to The Pharmaceutical Care Network Europe (PCNE), a drug therapyrelated problem (DTRP) can be defined as a condition involving drug therapy that
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interferes with desired health outcomes.1 DTRPs are the
crucial domain of the pharmaceutical care practitioner; and
any pharmacy practitioner is expected to be knowledgeable and able to identify and resolve DTRPs encountered
in daily pharmacy practice. The purpose of minimizing
DTRPs is to improve patients’ quality of life and help
patients achieve their goals of therapy to recognize the
optimal outcomes from pharmacotherapy. Identifying
a DTRP is a clinical decision that requires the healthcare
giver to recognize a relationship between the patient’s
medical condition and the patient’s pharmacotherapy.
Being the last prescription scanner, community pharmacists should be able to identify DTRPs in the prescriptions
and recommend interventions that are able to resolve these
problems.2,3 Several DTRP classifications have been mentioned in the literature.1,4 The classification provided by
PCNE describes eight primary domains of causes for
DTRPS, which include drug selection, drug form, dose
selection, treatment duration, dispensing, drug use process,
patient-related and others.1 These classifications provide
scope for research aiming at the presence of these DTRPs
in prescriptions.
Since the causes of DTRPs can originate from multiple
levels such a physicians, pharmacists and patients, it is
mandatory that healthcare workers collaborate among each
other in detecting and mitigating DTRPs. Similarly, good
counseling to the patient is also an indispensable step in
mitigating DTRPs. Interprofessional communication and
collaboration between health professionals has proven
beneficial, resulting in better patient outcomes.5
Considering that medications are prescribed by physicians
in order for pharmacists to have them dispensed to
patients, pharmacists' views on such collaboration give
a clear illustration of what provides a well-functioning
team result to help the patients.6 Therefore, the implementation of pharmaceutical care and collaborative healthcare
practices is mandatory to identify, prevent and resolve any
type of DTRP for a given patient.
In the UAE, community pharmacists often perform
pharmaceutical care and encounter multiple barriers.7
Data from UAE showed that a vast majority of the community pharmacists do not provide enhanced professional
services, less than one-third counseled patients on
a regular basis and 92% of them did not maintain patient
records.8 Based on these observations one can assume
community pharmacists in UAE may not be actively looking for DTRPs in the prescriptions filled by them. In fact,
pharmacists are the last line of defense between the patient
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and medication error. Hence, ensuring comprehensive
knowledge regarding drug therapy-related problems is
essential to achieve the therapy target. Further, the lack
of knowledge may lead to serious outcomes. The majority
of community pharmacists in UAE are from diverse educational and cultural backgrounds. Although identification
of DTRPs is a primary responsibility of community pharmacists, data in this regard are lacking in the UAE.
Understanding community pharmacists' ability to identify
and resolve DTRPs can add valuable information to
further enhance the community pharmacy practice in the
country.
Knowing the existing professional collaboration
between pharmacists and physicians also throws light
on the prevailing safety culture existing in community
pharmacy practice settings. With this in view, it is important to employ a suitable method to assess the real practice; this can be largely achieved using simulated patient
research. The simulated patient method is a valuable
research method to uncover real practice issues and is
widely used in the UAE9,10 and other countries in the
region.11–14 This method of research is often able to identify real practice challenges and lacunae in community
pharmacy practice15–17 and hence is employed more commonly these days.

Objectives

The aim of this study is to assess the ability of community
pharmacists to identify DTRPs in prescriptions, to analyze
their dispensing, counseling and labeling practices and to
assess the level of interprofessional collaboration among
community pharmacists and physicians to mitigate identified DTRPs.

Methods
Study Design

This research made use of a simulated-patient method in
which trained simulated patients (final- year BSc Pharm
students) visited community pharmacies (n = 50) with
dummy prescriptions containing DTRPs (Figure 1).
Simulated patient research is often used to unrcover reallife practices and can report the real practices, eliminating
potential biases. In this research this method was chosen
so as to identify the real practice trends of community
pharmacists in identifying DTRPs in prescriptions and
their collaboration with prescribers.
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Figure 1 Study design of the simulated patient research.

Ethical Approval

This research was approved by the Undergraduate Research
Ethical Committee, College of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences, Ajman University with ethical approval number
PHA-UH-20-03-30. The community pharmacists were not
informed about the data collection process since scientific
validity of the research is a major concern and this is
possible only when the respondents (the community pharmacists) are completely unaware of the fact that they are
being investigated. Moreover, this research caused no any
damage to the respondents/subjects, confidentiality was
maintained and policy-relevant data were gathered with
potential to generate socially valuable knowledge.18 The
method of data collection followed in this research was
reviewed by the ethical committee and approved. Further,
strict anonymity was maintained throughout the research
process, and the data collectors took a self-pledge on maintaining the confidentiality of the information.

Study Setting

Community pharmacists practicing in various community
pharmacies in the emirate of Ajman, UAE were enrolled
in the research. The study was conducted during
February 2020, prior to the start of the Covid-19 pandemic
in the country.
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Selection of Community Pharmacies

Fifty community pharmacies were selected based on easy
accessibility for the research purpose. These 50 community pharmacists were selected conveniently based on ease
of access to data collection, avoiding overcrowded pharmacies and geographically covering different places within
the study area. A detailed stratification of study sites was
not performed since that was beyond the scope of the
research.

Training of Simulated Patients

Five final-year BSc Pharm female students from Ajman
University served as simulated patients. They were trained
by the researchers to act as patients’ relatives asking for
medications. The researchers trained the simulated patients
on aspects related to presentation of prescriptions, carefully
listening to pharmacists and filling the checklist used as data
collection form. The pilot study conducted with one prescription for each simulated patient further provided them
with more familiarity in the data collection process.

Simulated Patient Scenarios

A total of five dummy prescriptions covering five different
aspects of drug therapy-related problems, categorized as
per the PCNE Version 8 (wrong drug dose, wrong dosage
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form, wrong duration of treatment, wrong indication, treatment not indicated) were developed.1

Dummy prescriptions with five DTRP scenarios were developed by the researchers (Table 1). Medicines used in the
prescriptions and patient conditions selected were the most
common ones seen in community pharmacy practices. The
content validity of the developed scenarios was ensured by
sharing the prescriptions with other pharmacist experts and
physicians. Dummy prescriptions were in the proper format
of a standard prescription with the necessary information.
The telephone number on the prescription was the controlled
telephone number of a researcher in this study.

such as ability of the pharmacists to identify the DTRP, their
dispensing, counselling and labelling practices etc in
a checklist designed as per the study objectives. Data were
then organized and analyzed for the demography of the
respondents, including history taking and reconciliation by
the pharmacists, identification of DTRPs by the pharmacists
and action taken by them in handling the identified DTRPs,
labeling and counseling standards by the pharmacists and
the practice of referring to DI sources by the pharmacists
while checking for DTRPs in the prescriptions. Counseling
and dispensing standards were further categorized as “low“,
“average” and “high” as per a previously published study.12
Inferential statistics was performed using SPSS Version 26.
Chi-square test was performed with alpha = 0.05.

Data Collection

Pilot Testing
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Development of the Scenarios

In this research, data collection was performed through
face-to-face interaction by the SPs with the community
pharmacists. Each SP visited ten different pharmacies and
role-played the designated role with the allocated dummy
prescriptions and asked for their prescriptions to be filled
as predefined by the researchers in the study protocol. The
researchers ensured that the study data collection was
short, and pharmacies were approached only when the
counters were empty and the simulated patients did not
in any way crowd the counters.

Data Analysis

The students immediately after leaving the community pharmacy premises entered the information collected by them,

Prior to starting the research, pilot testing was performed
with one dummy prescription for each of the five scenarios, including changes made in the prescriptions as needed.
The pilot study also served as a practice session for the
simulated patients and improved their professional practice
while performing as simulated patients in the main study.

Results
Demography of the Community
Pharmacists

A total of 50 prescriptions with five different types of DTRPs
were provided to participating students (simulated patients),
and they in turn tested the ability of community pharmacists
to identify the DTRPs and observed the actions taken

Table 1 DTRP Scenarios Assessed in the Study
DTRP Under

Patient Details

Prescription

Comment

Asthma since

MDI. Ventorlin SOS, Fluticasone 100 MCQ 6

Fluticasone inhaler 6 puffs 6 times a day for 3

childhood

puffs 6 times daily. Continue for 3 months

months was the wrong dose

Redness in right

Tab. Ibuprofen 400mg TID ×3 days

Redness in the eye was wrongly treated with

Investigation
Wrong dose

Wrong dosage form

eye for 2 days
Wrong duration

Wrong indication

ibuprofen tablets

Cough with

Tab. Augmentin 1g TID ×21 days. Follow up

Prescription included an antibiotic (Augmentin)

sputum for
3 days

after 3 weeks

for 21 days

Diarrhea for
2 days

Take ORS ×2 Days
Tab. Metoclopramide 10mg SOS, Tab. Bisacodyl

The prescription included ORS, Metoclopramide
and Bisacodyl for a patient with diarrhea

10mg ×6 days
Therapy not indicated

Hypertension for

Rx. Tab clopidogrel 75mg OD ×2 months, Tab.

Hypertensive patient was given Tab. Atorvastatin

(no indication for drug)

the past 6 years

Atorvastatin 20mg OD ×2 months

and Clopidogrel which were not needed.
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accordingly. Of these 50 pharmacists, 39 (78%) were males
and the remaining 11 (22%) females. Thirty-four (68%) were
non-Arabs, and the remaining 16 (32%) were Arabs.

History Taking and Reconciliation by the
Pharmacists

Of these 50 community pharmacists, seven (14%) took the
medication history of the visiting simulated patients, one
took medical history and none of them took history on
allergy. Seven (14%) performed at least a few of the
medication reconciliation steps.

DTRP

Action Taken

n

%

Wrong dose

Dispensed
Did not notice

6
3

60
30

Refused

1

10

Wrong dosage form

Dispensed
Did not notice
Refused

8
0
2

80
0
20

Wrong duration

Dispensed
Did not notice

6
0

60
0

Refused

4

40

Dispensed
Did not notice

1
0

10
0

Refused

9

90

Dispensed
Did not notice

10
0

100
0

Refused

0

0

Wrong indication

Identification of DTRPs by the
Pharmacists

Of the 50 pharmacists, 22 (44%) of them were able to
identify the presence of DTRPs in the prescriptions produced
by the simulated patients. Further details on the ability of the
pharmacists in identifying the DTRPs are listed in Table 2.
There was a statistically significant association
between DTRP identification by pharmacists and labeling
[chi-square = 7.879, p value = 0.019], reconciliation [chisquare = 10.359, p value = 0.001], counseling standard
[chi-square = 19.0, p = 0.000] and physician visit suggestion [chi-square = 31.15, p = 0.000].

Action Taken by Pharmacists in Handling
DTRPs

When the simulated patients presented to the pharmacies,
six pharmacists (60%) dispensed the prescription with
wrong medications, and eight (80%) dispensed the wrong
Table 2 Identification of DTRPs by the Pharmacists
DTRP

Identifying DTRP

n

%

Wrong dose

Identified
Failed to identify

5
5

50
50

Wrong dosage form

Identified
Failed to identify

4
6

40
60

Wrong duration

Identified
Failed to identify

5
5

50
50

Wrong indication

Identified
Failed to identify

8
2

80
20

Therapy not indicated

Identified

0

0

Failed to identify

10

100

Note: Upon identification of the DTRPs, the community pharmacists raised concerns about the presence of DTRPs in all the identified prescriptions.
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Table 3 Action Taken by Pharmacists for the DTRPs

Therapy not indicated

dosage form. However, nine (90%) refused to dispense
medications for wrong indications (Table 3).

Labeling Standards

The assessment of labeling standards of the
pharmacists while dispensing the medications for prescriptions with DTRPs indicated that labeling standards for prescriptions with the wrong dose were “low” in five (50%),
“average“ in three (30%) and “good“ in two (20%) of the
cases. Similarly, for the wrong dosage form, we found “low”
standard in four (40%), “average” in two (20%) and “good”
in four (40%) of the cases. For the wrong duration, the
standards were “low” in three (30%), “average” in six
(60%) and “good” in one (10%) of the cases. For prescriptions with “wrong indication”, the standards were “low” in
one (10%), “average” in four (40%) and “good” in five
(50%) of the cases. For prescriptions with therapy not indicated, the standards were “low” in six (60%) cases, “average” in three (30%) and “good” in one (10%) of the cases.

Patient Counseling Standards

The details on the counselling standards practiced by the
pharmacists while counseling the patients with prescriptions containing DTRP are presented in Table 4.
The average time spent by the pharmacists in counseling was 80.38 ± 71.61 seconds. Further assessment
showed that for the wrong dose no time was spent in
three (30%) cases, less than one minute in three cases
and more than one minute in the remaining four (40%)
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Table 4 Counseling Standards Maintained by the Pharmacists
with Prescriptions Containing DTRPs
DTRP

Counseling Standard

n

%

DTRP

Dispensing Time

n

%

Wrong dose

Low
Average
Good

8
0
2

80
0
20

Wrong dose

Less than a minute
More than a minute

6
4

60
40

Wrong dosage form

Wrong dosage form

Low
Average

3
4

30
40

Less than a minute
More than a minute

8
2

80
20

Good

3

30

Wrong duration

Less than a minute
More than a minute

8
2

80
20

Wrong duration

Low
Average
Good

3
5
2

30
50
20

Wrong indication

Less than a minute
More than a minute

0
10

0
100

Wrong indication

Low
Average

1
3

10
30

Therapy not indicated

Less than a minute
More than a minute

4
6

40
60

Good

6

60

Low

4

40

Average
Good

5
1

50
10

Therapy not indicated

cases. For the wrong dosage form, five (50%) spent less
than one minute and five (50%) more than one minute.
A similar observation was noted for wrong duration. For
the wrong indication, zero time was spent in one (10%)
case, less than one minute in four (40%) cases and more
than one minute in five (50%) cases. For prescriptions with
therapy not indicated, less than one minute was spent in
six (60%) cases, and more than one minute in the remaining four (40%) cases. The counseling standard had no
significant association with counseling time [chi-square =
34.79, p = 0.250] and use of DI source [chi-square = 2.86,
p = 0.243].

Dispensing Standards

The average time spent by the pharmacists in the dispensing process was 74.4 ± 73.05 seconds. A detailed assessment of dispensing process by the pharmacists is set out in
Table 5.
The instructions for medicine use was mentioned by one
(10%) pharmacist among ten for those simulated patients
with wrong dose, six (60%) in the wrong dosage form scenario, five (50%) in wrong duration of treatment, six (60%) in
wrong indication and five (50%) in therapy not indicated.

Checking of DI Sources by the
Pharmacists

While assessing the responses, it was found that five out of
50 (10%) pharmacists checked DI sources while handling
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prescriptions with DTRPs. Further analysis of these five
pharmacists indicated that, for wrong dose, two (20%)
checked DI sources and similarly for wrong dosage form
one (10%), wrong duration none, wrong indication one
(10%) and one (10%) for therapy not indicated.

Professional Collaboration Between the
Pharmacists and Physician

Of the 50 pharmacists, none of them communicated with
the physician who prescribed the medications. However, in
19 (38%) of the cases, the pharmacists recommended the
simulated patients to consult their physician prior to taking
the medications, Table 6.

Discussion

Drug efficacy, safety and quality are essential for achieving the required therapeutic target with minimal side
effects. Pharmacists play a crucial role in ensuring the
Table 6 Physician Visit Suggestion by the Pharmacists
DTRP

Suggested to Visit Physician

n

%

Wrong dose

Yes
No

5
5

50
50

Wrong dosage form

Yes
No

2
8

20
80

Wrong duration

Yes
No

5
5

50
50

Wrong indication

Yes
No

7
3

70
30

Therapy not indicated

Yes
No

0
10

0
100
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drug efficacy and safety across the continuum of the
healthcare process.19 To practice pharmacy in UAE, pharmacists have to pass a licensing exam and fulfill renewal
requirements.20 In this study, authors identified the ability
of community pharmacists to identify DTRPs in the prescriptions handled by them and their existing practices on
collaborating with prescribers in the event of a potential
DTRP. Present study findings indicate that more than half
(56%) of the studied pharmacists were unable to detect
DTRPs in the simulated prescriptions and ended up dispensing inappropriate medications.
Providing patient counseling is an important aspect of
community pharmacy practice. Communicating with the
patient and taking the proper time to counsel them is essential for several reasons. Proper counseling can simply be
when the pharmacist asks the patient about medication and
medical history. One common error during consultation is
to ignore medication allergic reactions and their consequences on patient health.21 Only 14% of the pharmacists
in this study asked about patient medication history before
they dispensed the drugs to patients. Over 75% of the
studied population spent less than one minute consulting
the patient. Consequently, the labeling standard was almost
always low, which is confirmed when we noticed that the
dispensing time was also around one minute or less. Similar
observations were noted in Qatar while dispensing to
patients with acute gastroenteritis.12 This finding confirms
that the pharmacists should spend more time in labeling the
drugs and ensuring that the patient has sufficient knowledge
about medications and possible drug–drug interactions and
side effects.
The proportion of pharmacists who referred simulated
patients to a physician was 38% in the tested population. It
is important that community pharmacists refer patients back
to the physician if they find any DTRP in the
prescriptions.22 Interprofessional collaboration is an important component of pharmaceutical care2,23 and is crucial in
minimizing DTRPs. The other 62% did not suggest a revisit
to a physician for reassurance, and that can be due to
different reasons; a significant reason can be the gap in
interprofessional collaboration and communication.
Improving collaboration would result in several advantages
such as spreading confidence amongst team members,
acquiring comprehensive patient-centered care, minimizing
referrals and readmission rates or hospitalization needs, and
promoting the mentality of equality amongst all levels in the
healthcare profession. Undoubtedly one can say that teamwork improves patient care and minimizes harm to patients.
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The wrong medication dose may lead to inadequate
therapy (if the dose is inadequate) or harmful effects (if
the dose is too high). Our findings showed that 60% of
pharmacists dispensed the prescription with wrong medications and 80% dispensed using the wrong dosage form.
However, the majority of pharmacists in this study (90%)
refused to dispense medications for the wrong indication.
Common DTRPs resulting in emergency room visits
are adverse drug reactions (ADRs), wrong medication and
inappropriate prescribing. Most DTRPs result in the
patient ending up in the emergency room due to wrong
drug indication, ADRs or wrong dose.24 Presence of
DTRPs in prescriptions could result in lower outcomes
from the therapy plan, which are often collected by the
pharmacist.25 Medications that present risks and are
related to lethal drug interactions result in 3.1% of total
patients admitted to the hospital, 6.4% of whom die. Three
to 14% of total hospital admissions are associated with
ADRs, which is one of the DTRPs.24 ADRs are one of the
biggest challenges to the healthcare system as they
increase the number of hospitalized patients. The goal of
the therapy in this case is not reached, which also affects
the quality of life.26 As an outcome, ADRs has generated
an over-consumption of medical goods and services,
which was accompanied by un-economical up-scale of
prices within the medical system.26 Delaying the detection
and correction of ADRs could lead to horrible outcomes
and may even lead to mortality. In addition, drug–drug
interactions may lead to extremely dangerous reactions
and the need for hospitalization. The eye-catching problem
which draws most attention to hospitalized cases is ADRs,
even though the other DTRPs are nevertheless important.
The benefits of interprofessional medical services such as
pharmaceutical care groups can add to a progressively
complete program supporting a patient’s medication use.27
Collaborating with the physician is very important for
the pharmacist as it is important to be able to identify
problems, especially as community pharmacists have
some lack in the knowledge of the patient’s history or
information, which can lead to dispensing errors.
Therefore, communicating with patients would lead to
better clinical decisions and treatment outcomes.28 Based
on the research findings, the authors would recommend
pharmacotherapy and clinical skills training for practicing
community pharmacists. More researches on interprofessional collaboration among community pharmacists and
physicians should be conducted to identify possible solutions to overcome the barriers.
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The study was conducted in 50 pharmacies in one of
the seven emirates in the country, and hence the findings
cannot be generalized to the entire country’s practice.
There is a possibility that the simulated patients might
have failed to document/record some information while
completing the checklist. This study also did not assess
the clinical skills of the community pharmacists under
study to identify DTRP, and the authors are unsure
whether pharmacists possessed those necessary skills.

Conclusions

Although the community pharmacists were generally able
to identify DTPRs, there exists no professional collaboration between CPs and physicians in resolving the identified
DTRPs. However, a high percentage of the CPs recommended that SPs visit their physician prior to taking the
prescription medications encountered with DTRPs. In general, the dispensing, counseling and labeling practices
were below expectation because CPs spent minimal time
engaging with the patients.
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